and where the same can be found or whom we could re
le for the literal fulfillment of his contract in the
absence of his Master? I do not know.

 Again, I must confess to you, that my mind is not al-
together clear regard to the means such a house as we want cannot be built for much less than
$10,000. I beg you to think of this matter, and as
you are in possession of some statements, see what
certain allegations could be made, or an advance
required at 6, 12 months, and 2 years. I should be envious
by sorry to see participated or embraced, but
I shall rely entirely upon your judgment
in this important part of the business,
only that upon paper, and I will abide by
the result. -all his is, of course, come now

From some rumour, that I have heard, I am
afraid that the mission of start and winter has affected very little with Mrs. Judge & Co., in accommoda-
tion that would have immediately followed in the
production of some certain item, poor at present
an object of great importance.

From a variety of expectation of hearing the notice of